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Abstract. This is a continuation of our previous work [3]. C onvergent properties of the finite 
element approximations and a sample mean for the random Sturm-Liouville boundary value 
problem is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Applicability of finite element methods to random differential equation has been investigated 
by T-C Sun [7], S. Tasaka [8,9], and S. Larsen [5]. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss of the probabilistic convergence of the finite element 
approximations for the random Sturm-Liouville problem [1,2]. The results and methods 
here depend upon our previous paper [3], G. Fix [4], and Strang and Fix [6]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND THEOREMS 
Let (S&F, P) b e a given probability measure space and P is a complete and perfect 
probability measure. As usual we denote by Ha, H”, Ho E L2, 11 + I/*, (e,.), m E Z, 
Sobolev space, L2-space, their norm and natural inner product respectively. Throughout 
C > 0 is a generic constant and all random functions are second-order processes. It is easy 
to check that all quantities are P-measurable. 
We denote by (u), (Ilull,,,) and q2(u), expectations of u, /lullrn and the variance of u 
respectively. 
Consider the random Strum-Liouville eigenvalue problem: VW E s1, 
-~(P(“,w)~)+*(~,w)u=I\yI O<c<l (2.1) 
u(O,w) = u(l,w) = 0. (2.2) 
The coefficients p(z,w) and q(t,w) are given random functions such that VW E R, 
P(Z!W> E C’(O, 11, P(Z,W>  0 
q(z, w> E qo, 11, P(Z,W> 2 0. 
In other words, these conditions hold except on a set N with P(N) = 0. It is known that 
(2.1) and (2.2) h as an infinite sequence of real random eigenvalues ; 
0 < X,(w) < AZ(W) < *. * < At(w) < *. * - 03 
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and their corresponding random eigenfunctions, 
For simplicity we suppress w from XL’S and ~4’s. 
The Galerkin form of (2.1) and (2.2) is as following: Find a scalar X and a function u in 
H,’ such that VW E R, 





p(z,w)g + Q(“,W)U’” d+. 
0 1 
In the approximated Galerkin form of (2.3), we look for a pair Ah and uh, 0 < h < 3, 
spacing parameter, such that 
B(” h, ?Jh) = Ah@, Zlh), vvh E 9, 
where Sh is a finite dimensional approximation subspace of H,’ such that 
,i$ II v - 4hllj 5 Chk-‘IbIIk VVEH~ITH~, k> j, (2.4) h 
k E {1,2} and j E (0, 1). The main example are the finite element spaces consisting of 
piecewise linear functions. For detail discussion of the variational formulation for eigenvalue 
problems and the approximation space Sh, we refer to Strang and Fix [6]. 
_ We shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA. If Sh is a finite element space of degree k - 1 satisfying (2.4) and At is a distinct 
eigenvalue, then for small h, 
lluL - u;ll; 5 Ch2(k-%:‘” (k ’ m) (2.5) 
PROOF: See [6, p. 2351. 
We also need the fact : For Pmth-order eigenvalue problems, 
A: - AC 5 Clluc - u:ll;, .!= 1,2,...[6]. (2.6) 
Note that A: 1 Xl, Vf. For simplicity we assume that all eigenvalues are distinct. We assume 
that {Shj}, hj 1 0 is a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of H,’ such that each Shj 
consists of polynomials of degree k - 1, satisfying (2.4). 
THEOREM 1. Let {Shj} be as above. If (A:+) c 00, (11~ -$IIii,) < 00, and 
Cc, h?(‘-“)-” < oo, l = 1,2,. . . , 0 c /3 < 2(k - m), then A? converges to XL with 
the rate O(hf) almost surely in the probability measure P. 
PROOF: Observe that the Markov’s inequality and (2.5) yield 
P( I$’ - ALI > hj8) 5 Ch ;W--ml--Y (xZk/m) , 
from which we have 
j=l 
- ALI > ha) 2 Cg h;(k-“)-2p < 00. 
j=l 
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Then the assertion follows by the arguments in [3] and Borel-Cantelli’s lemma. 
Let us define a sample mean of the random finite element approximations A:‘. Let 
{hj,}~=~ be a random sample of size N selected from {hj}j*=, with CjyZ, hr c co, for 
some v > 0. Note that N = Ca,l Nj, where Nj, is the number of repeated selections of 
hj,. 
We define the sample mean X(,N by 
THEOREM 2. Assume al1 conditions of Theorem 1. Let I,,, be as above. If Cj”=, 
N;‘h;* < 00 f or some ,B > 0, then &,N converges to the expectation (Xl) of Xl with 
the rate O(hy_) almost surely in the probability measure P. 
PROOF: Note that VW E R, 
Thus (2.5), (2.6), and the Markov’s inequality imply that 
which gives 
2 p(h,N - (At) 1 > h!J < C(g h;+‘+2g + 5 N;‘h,*“) < co. 
a=1 j=l j=l 
Hence the result follows by Borel-Cantelli’s lemma. 
REMARK: If (XL) # pi, &h-eigenvalue of the averaged equation of (2.1) and (2.2), almost 
sure convergence of&N to (xl) guarantees that the sample mean x(,N is a better estimator 
for (Xl) than pt. 
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